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The object of this thesis was to design a
servomeonanism for maintaining a predetermined power
output from a Network Analyzer phase- shifter as em-
ployed in power system studies <,
Introduction
Sinoe the power output of the phase- shifter
when connected to a network, already supplied by other
sources, is a function of its shaft angle, the power-
sensitive servomeonanism will maintain the predetermined
power output by continuously controlling the shaft angle
of the phase-shifter*
Procedure
The block diagram of Figure I illustrates the
approach that was made to the problem. After several
commonly-used systems for accomplishing the purpose were
studied, the armature-control direct-current motor sys-
tem was chosen. Once the basic syctem was selected, the
design of the individual components was undertaken.
The component parts that were built were as follows:
(1) A power- sensitive device consisting of an
electronic wattmeter and a voltage amplifier.



































f(3) An electronic voltage and power amplifier;
the error- sensitive feature of the voltage
stage eliminated the need for an independent
error-sensitive device
.
After these components had been developed, they were
assembled into a olosed loop, similar to that illus-
trated in Figure 1. The circuit diagram of Figure XI
shows the details of the assembled servome onanism.
Re sults
Although the design cannot be oonsldered suffi-
ciently complete to permit construction of units for
installation In the Network Analyzer, the progress that
was made in the design definitely demonstrates that a
power- sensitive servomeohanlsm for the Network Analyzer
is practical. The fact that the uncompensated system
was able to maintain a relative power setting when oper-
ational tests were performed is the most important re-
sult.
aince the lack of time prevented extensive testing
of the system, the system was not compensated. During
operational tests the servomeohanlsm showed a tendency
to oscillate which Indicated that compensation is needed
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5Recommendations
To determine the performance of the unoompen sated
system so that compensating derioea May oe developed,
frequency-response tests should be made.
In addition, although the design as shown in
Figure II was able to Justify the undertalcing, several
improvements should be made on its component parts be-
fore any permanent installation is planned.
'
6II . Introduction
The H.I. To Network Analyzer, located In Room 10-381,
was Dullt in 1929. The General Electric Company and
the Institute cooperated in its development, uesign and
construction. Although built primarily for educational
purposes, oareful consideration was given in its design
to making it suitable for oomraeroial engineering service.
Since the time it was first placed into service, it has
been used extensively as an aid in solving problems in
both categories.
In the field of electric-power transmission and dis-
tribution, both theoretical ana practical problems often
become so complex that their analytic solution is nearly
impossible. Electric light and power companies have vast
networks of interconnecting power lines and loops. These
networks usually include several generating stations and
many sub- stations in order to supply loads adequately and
maintain the system voltages at their proper values.
Studies are being conducted much of the time to determine
the most efficient use of existing equipment, how to ex-
pand to supply future loads, the effeots of short circuits
and other outages and other problems associated with sys-
tem operating and planning. The use of a network analyzer
for the solution of these problems avoids tne nearly im-
possible task of hand calculation and analysis, and quickly

yielas results which are within an aoouraoy of one to
two per cent based un the data supplied for the problem.
An important faotor in a network-analyzer power- system
problem solution is that the entire system or segment
of the system under analysis may be studied as a whole
rather than as a line-by-line or element-by-element
process as is found in a hand-calculated solution.
The Network Analyzer consists of sufficient eleo-
trioal parameters (adjustable units of capacitance, in-
ductance and resistance), "phase shifters** and auto-
transformers collected ana arran^ea in sucn a manner
that any average sized network can be represented in
mouel size. Altaough the components are normally wired
into a single-phase system, the Network Analyzer repre-
sentation actually becomes the analog of the multi-phase
system it is arrangeu to represent. In actual power net-
works, however, the generating units are rotating machines
,
but in the Network Analyzer, they are represented by static
units known as "phase shifters".
A phase shifter, when i^sed as a souroe of power for
a network synthesized on the Network Analyzer, adequately
represents an alternator supplying power to an actual net-
work. This becomes apparent when one examines the general
equations for power flow into a network (obtained from
referenoe (5)). Consider that the single-phase network
'
8of Figure HL la made up of strictly constant parameters
and a number of voltage a whose magnitude iase are
known are impressed at n points. Assume that the posi-
tive direotion of current flow 13 into the network. The
vector diagram of voltages is shown in Figure l£, where
the phase position of each voltage is indicated by its
displacement an^'le with respeot to a oommon axis of ref-
erence.
Inasmuch as the development of the expressions is
included in the Appendix, only the result a are furnished
in the following. The expressions for the power and the
reactive power, respectively, entering the network at
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(a) the impedances with equal subscripts are short-
circuit driving-point impedances ana those with unequal
suDsoripts are short-circuit transfer impedances.
(b) tne angle ** is the complement of the iapeaance
angle; i.e.
etc.
(o) in using these equations, it should be remem-
bered tiiat
so that
Omr\ " 0^ ^n
d ™ n ^ n m
where as
C^r^r, ~ + ^* no
In view of the fact that equations (1) and (2) are
so compact that they do not indioate reaully the complex
inter-relationship among the various machines that feed
a network, a more comprehensive insight can be obtained
by applying these equations to a network with a finite
number of impressed voltages « A suitable case which il-
'--
iuatrutes this Inter-relationship adequately Is one In
whioh a network is supplied by three voltage souroes, as
shown In figure IE".
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In equations (3), (4) and (5), the magnitudes of the
impressed voltages, the arlving-point impedances, the
transfer impedances, ana the impedance angles for a parti-
cular network can be treated as constants under certain
3et conditions o Then the power flow into the network
varies with the angles &
.
Dependent upon how the machines are represented, the
angle delta ( ^ ) can represent any one of several angular
displacements. The entry points into the network can be
considered as the terminals of the machines for load studies;















Vector Diagram of Terminal Voltages











Ichronou3 reactances are lnclu^ec; In the network as for
steady- state stability studies; or as the voltages be-
hind transient reactances where the transient reactances
are included in the network as for transient- stability
studies. In the first oase, the angles aro those between
maohine terminal voltages; in the secona case, the angles
are those between machine rotors; and in the third oase,
the angles are not representative of an actual maohine
quantity although they are assumed to represent rotor
angles.
In an actual power system, when a generator is con-
nected to a network already supplied by other generators,
its terminal voltage or rotor angle with respect to the
other machines, is automatically regulated by other re-
lated factors, which in turn are controlled indirectly by
the operator of the machine „ For instance, the terminal
voltage is maintained at a certain value by a regulator,
and the power output of the prime mover (and therefore the
generator) is determined by the governor setting, when
these two variables are fixed for a machine in a system,
that maohine inherently finds the correct aelta to satisfy
expressions (1) and (£)<>
However, oecause the phase-snifter is a statlo element,
the problem of finuing txie correct aelta is more compli-
cated. Tne phase- shifter, as pictured In FigureSET, is

















It has a single-phase abator ana a three-phase rotor
wiiioh oan be rotated by means of a hana crank ana gear-
ing o Three-phase, 250-volt, 60-oycle per seconc. power
is supplied to the input terminals of the rotor. Tne
stator has many taps on its single-phase winding so that
a single-phase output voltage for the network Analyzer
of from zero to 400 volts may be obtained. Since the posi-
tion of the rotor determines the position (in spaoe and
time) of the induced single-phase voltage with respect to
the three-phase supply system, the output voltage of the
phase- shifter oan be continuously varied in both phase
and magnitude. The phase shifter therefore differs from
the alternator supplying a network in that its rotor angle
is not obtainea automatically; In other words, the voltage
and angle must be set by the operator. The voltage oan
be set by selecting the proper tap, but the angle with
respect to the other phase shifters must be found by out
and try until the stipulated power is obtained.*
When a problem is being set up (on the Network Analy-
zer) in which several power stations are involved, each
station usually is scheduled to ueliver a stipulated amount
* At times, the phase shifters must be set for a stipulated
reaotlve power, in whioh oase both the voltage and the
rotor position are set by out and try.

of power to the network. If each phase shifter is set in-
dividually to the desired power, by the time the operators
get around to setting the last phase shifter, those phase
shifters which were set first require readjustment because
of the effect of the latter stations on the network., The
reasons for this effect are two-fold;
(1) Referring to equations (1) and (3) the power
angle relationship between the machines °n,
}
ozi ' v^n
have all been altered.
(2) Inherent in each phase shifter are the resistance
and reactance drops* which affect the angular dis-
placement between the induced single-phaae voltage
and the terminal voltage. As the power output is
changed due to the change in power-angle relation-
ships, the current also changes. When the current
changes, the resistance and reactance drops change;
although this is a secondary effect, it contributes
to the difficulty of finding the correct rotor posi-
tion.
By making several rounds of adjustments and readjustments,
the stipulated power output from each phase shifter finally
is obtained. This is a tedious and time-consuming process,
especially when the problem involves more stations than
there are operators available.
* See Appendix for vector diagram of Phase Shifter Voltages

In view of the foregoing, it becomes apparent that
a dovloe whioh would maintain a pre determined power out-
put from a phase shifter, automatically compensating for
the interaotions between the power sources supplying the
network when a problem is being set up, would have many
advantages. The development of such a device not only
would simplify the operation of the Network Analyzer as
it is presently used, but might also lead to the employ-




As established in the Introduction the power output
of a phase- shifter Is some function of rotor angle. In
view of this fact, a power* sensitive servomeohanlsm re-
sembles a positional servomeonanism, but has a varying
referenoe position depending upon the network conditions
.
The Initial consideration of the overall servomeonanism
system In block diagram form, Figure X
,
would lead one
to believe that the design Is simple. However, It becomes
apparent that the design Is far from simple when all the
engineering aspects of this particular problem are taken
Into aooount e
In attacking the problem, the preliminary steps re-
quired the establishment of design specifications. These
particulars Included torque and speed of the servo motor,
accuracy and stability of the overall system, loading
effect of the measuring device on the phase shifter, rea-
sonable overall size, and environment c
To determine the specifications for the servo-motor
and consequently the rest of the system, a spare phase-
shifter was removed from its mounting and set up as shown
in Figure X. . By bucking the output of the phase-shifter
against a 110 volt, single-phase line, the torque and cur-
rent as a function of rotor angle (with respect to electri-
*«
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1 est uetup to Obtain Torque as a Function of


















oal zero) were obtained. The re suit b are given in
Table I. (see Appendix B). Unfortunately, ae shown by
Table I., torque as a function of rotor angle was found
to be erratio in that it was grossly distorted by tooth
effects, coulomb friction, and other ldlosynchrasies in-
herent in the phase-shifter, rather than sinusoidal ae
would be expected.
Because the current base usually used for the Net-
work Analyzer is one ampere, it was apparent from the data
that a fractional horsepower motor would be adequate,
approximately l/£0 horsepower at 40 revolutions per min-
ute. Ae a check, and to obtain a realistic test, a 1/20
horsepower single-phase motor with a worm-gear head was
used to drive the phase-shifter rotor while the phase-
shifter was bucked against the line. From the performance
of the motor and further study of Table L, the following
specifications for the motor were drawn up:
(a) Normal output torque be 10 inch pounds; to allow
for a margin of safety, the motor shall be capable of de-
livering 14 inch pouiias.
(b) The output shaft speed be not more than 30 revo-
lutions per minute.
(o) A worm gear drive is desirable for the following
reasons:

-(1) Reduces the heat dissipation problem, often
in network studies the power uellverea by a phase-
shifter may not be olianged all day. By use of the
worn gear, the motor would not be required to deliver
full torque exoept when aotually driving the rotor
of the phase-shifter, due to the nearly Irreversible
characteristic of the worm gear drive.
(2) Reduces the effeot on the motor of the er-
ratic torque-angle character1st lo of the phase- shifter.
Although not apparent from Table I., abrupt minor
reversals in torque occur as the rotor Is turned; the
nearly irreversable characteristic of the worm gear
drive should help overcome some of this effeot.
(d) Type of servo-motor be direot~ current, armature
control for reasons discussed in the succeeding paragraphs.
Study of the design led to the following overall specifi-
oationa:
(1) Accuracy-error must be less than 1 per cent
of the power desired. Error cannot be specified in
rotor degrees due to the considerations given in the
Introduction.
(2) Stability-be well uamped, but with sufficient
acceleration to maintain negligible error during the
set-up of a problem.

!3
(3) Loading effect of servoraeonanism meaaurlng
devioe on the phase shifter be as small as possible;
should not be more than the wattmeters presently
used.
(4) Environnent-no extreme conditions, because
the servomeohanism will be installed as part of the
Network Analyzer.
In deciding upon the type servo-actor, several Bystems
were considered. Beoause of the environment, systems having
hydraulic elements were eliminated. Therefore, an all-eleotri<
system seemed preferable and the following were considered.
(1) Ward-Leonard System
(2) Amplidyne system
(3) Relay or Contactor Type System
(4) Two-phase motor System
(5) Direct-current motor systems
The Ward-Leonard system;
The Ward-Leonard system consists of a motor-generator
which supplies the armature ourrent of the servo-motor.
Sinoe voltage impressed on the field of the servo-motor is
constant, the speed and direction of the motor is controlled
by the armature current, which in turn is a function of the




resulting from the three frames needed for this system
seemed excessive for this application. In addition the tiiue
delays inherent in this system might cause oscillation be-
tween the various phase- shiftere interconnected by the net-
work .
The Ampliuyne System;
The amplidyne system is similar to the Ward-Leonard
system in that an amplidyne-generator is used to supply the
armature current of the servo-motor. Although this system
requires one less frame and offers greater dynamo-eleotrlcal
amplification than the Ward-Leonard system, it is undesirable
for similar reasons*
r
The Helay or Contactor Type system:
The servo-motor can be oontrolled by means of relays
and contactors. Although such systems have the desirability
of simplicity, no power consumption while in standby or
static condition, and small control-power requirements; they
also have the undesirable features of finite Inherent error
and a tendency to oscillate when attempting to held a null
position. Xn order to overcome these features, complicated
electrical compensating "circuits and mechanical dampers
would be required. For this application it appeared that
the lack of information available on these systems would
be too great a handicap to overoome.

Two-phase Kotor System
The two-phase motor system is based upon the vari-
ation in speed and direotion of a two-phase motor when
the voltage impressed upon one winding is fixea and the
voltage Impressed on the other winding is varied in phase
and magnitude. Since alternating-current would be used
throughout suoh a system, it would have the advantage of
employing alternatlng-ourrent amplifiers whioh offer ease
of interstage coupling and are insensitive to drift. How-
ever, difficulties anticipated in stabilization and error-
compensation appeared to outweigh these advantages.
Direct-Gurrent Kotor By stems:
(a) Field Jontrol
When constant armature ourrent is maintained,
the speed and direction of the motor can be controlled by
the differential field ourrent supplied to the split field
by an electronic amplifier. Although this system has the
advantage of requiring only low-power tubes in the power
amplifier, it has the disadvantages of requiring an aux-
iliary device to maintain constant armature ourrent and re-
quiring greater heat dissipation at standstill because full
rated current is maintained in the armature at all times.
(b) Armature Control
When the field voltage is maintained constant,
the speed and direction of the motor can be controlled by
'
^b
varying the direction and magnitude of the armature cur-
rent. Although larger and more powerful vacuum tubes are
required in a power amplifier that supplies the armature
current, there are several advantages in the use of this
system for this application. Full rated torque is avail-
able at all speeds. Heat dissipation is minimized at stand-
still because the armature current is then zero. And, it
is possible by properly designing the power amplifier to
obtain a combination whioh would give a large torque for
a small error signal.
The use of a direct-current system allows on© to
profit from not only the smooth control characteristics of
direot-ourrent motors but also the ease of stabilizing the
overall system with electrioal networks. In this appli-
cation it was believed that the power required for the
direct-current armature- control system could be supplied
satisfactorily with vacuum tubes. Therefore this system
was chosen*
Pesign of the overall system required the develop-
went of the following component parts:
(1) A power sensitive element
(2) The comparing device
(5) A voltage amplifier





A devioe that would produce a dlreot-voltage pro-
portional to the real power In an alternating-current sys-
tem was required as the power-sensitive element for the
system, heal power consumed by an impedance element in
the alternating-current system is given by
P = VI coo e
where p = the real power
V = the effective voltage across. that
element of the system
I = the effeotive current through
* that element of the system
O = the electrical angle between V and I
Thus the power sensitive element, In essence, is a wattmeter.
The only effeotive wattmeter available la the electro-
mechanical type used in nearly every laboratory and by in-
dustry to Indicate electrical power. An electro-mechanical
wattmeter, due to its construction, has the disadvantages
of having a large time constant, requiring several watte
power from the circuit being measured, and producing only
minute torque. If such a wattmeter were employed, addi-
tional equipage would be needed to transform the motion of
the indicator into a direct-voltage signal to be used as
the input to the aervomechanlsa. Several ingenious means
of varying elaborateness for accomplishing this transform-

aation can be visualized (iiee Appendix B) . In view of the
above-mentioned disadvantages and because of the addi-
tional complication of transformation, alternate means of
obtaining a direct-voltage signal proportional to power
output were sought e The most promising appeared to be the
electronic wattmeter
»
Although others have attempted to develop electronic
wattmeters for various purposes, none could be found that
were direotly adaptable to this design. Churchill, in hie
thesis, reference (4), presented an electronic wattmeter
whloh he had designed and tested; since in his design he
had attempted to incorporate the feature of wide power
and frequency ranges, it became quite complex. A simpler
vacuum-tube wattmeter, employing multi-electrode tubes,
was proposed by pierce in reference (5); this circuit ap-
peared to have the advantages of simplicity, quick response,
and negligible loading effeot on the system. Hence, Pierce's
baslo circuity Figure SE , was modified, built and tested;
the modified circuit is shown in Figure ALL.
Inasmuch as the principles of operation are discussed
in Appendix B, only a brief description of the circuit and
the procedure followed in overcoming the difficulties en-
countered are presented here.
A push-pull type olrouit employing two type 6A60T
vacuum tubes is the baslo wattmeter element. The disposi-
tion of the electrodes of each 6A80-T pentagrid converter
••
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can be seen in Figure 21 . G2 «"id 0^ are held positive
at a fixed potential of 100 volts and 60 volts, respec-
tively, above that of the cathode. 0^ and are biased
to a negative potential of -4 volts and -1 volt, respec-
tively, with respect to the cathode. An alternating
voltage proportional to the line voltage is then applied
to <k via a center-tapped transformer while an alternating
voltage proportional to line current is applied to Q4 via
another center-tapped transformer. A direct-current am-
plifier employing a high-mu, twin, power-triode (type 6N7)
is used to amplify the signal so that the output signal
from this device is large enough to be used directly in
a comparing devioeo
A power sensitive device, similar in general arrange-
ment to that of Figure 1ST (values of circuit elements not
as shown in Figure 3QL ) was built on a "breadboard" for
experimentation and testing as an individual unit. The
results of preliminary tests were disappointing because
they revealed the following undesirable features:
(1) The output signal was too small.
(2) It was difficult to obtain initial balance
in both the wattmeter element and the amplifier.
{6) The circuit was too sensitive to stray sig-
nals and noise; theae stray signals seemed to result
from pick-up by various circuit elements such as the
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grid ltmue, the signal transformers and the biasing
system; the noise came from the carbon resistors.
(4) The linear range of the device was not
adequate.
(5) The drift in the devioe was so great that
readings could not be reproduced.
The task of eliminating some of these faults and compen-
sating for those which could not be eliminated required the
use of out and try methods. In some oases, a compromise
had to be aooepted because time did not allow further ex-
perimentation •
Output Signal;
The original circuit proposed by Pierce employed a
mllliaaueter to indicate power. Inasmuch as the input to
the power amplifier was to be an error voltage, it was de-
sirable to have a voltage signal as the output from the
power-sensitive device. To obtain a voltage signal, the
ammeter was removed and larger resistors were Installed in
place of the 300 ohm resistors. In order to find the value
of the resistors that produced the optimum signal under
specified operating conditions, several sizes of resistors
were tried; it became evident that the optimum signal was
obtained when the resistors in the plate circuit of the type
6N7 tube were approxiwat e±y 11,000 ohms. Therefore, two
10,000 ohm resistors and a balancing potentiometer of

2000 ohms were used.
Balance
:
To allow for unbalanoe among vaouum tubes of the same
type ana the variation of the resistors (from their nomi-
nal value) used in the plate circuit, it is oommon praotloe
to lnoluae a balancing potentiometer in electronic circuits
that operate about a null position. The potentiometer
originally used for balancing the type 6A8 tube circuit
was found to be inadequate ana had to be increased to 10,000
Stray Flok-Up and Noises
The stray plok-up in the grid leads was eliminated
by replacing the ordinary leads with shielded leads.
The 6tray pick-up in the input transformers, which
was due to the capacitance coupling between the primary and
secondary of the individual transformers, was eliminated by
grounding one side of the single-phase supply to the load;
this procedure reduced the potential difference between the
primary and secondary, since the secondary was at essentially
ground potential. If it becomes necessary to have a poten-
tial difference between the primary and secondary of the in-
put transformers, it will be necessary to use transformers
that have electrostatic shielas between the primary and
secondary.
The stray pick-up in the biasing system of the type
'
6A6 tubes was the result of modifying Pierce's proposed
oirouit, and it appeared to originate entirely in the
one-volt blai olrouit. In attempting to use a bias bat-
tery which required a very low current drain, a high re-
sistance potentiometer (one megohm) had been shunted
across the 1.6 battery, Inadvertently plaolng high resis-
tance (about 0.6 megohms) between the grid and ground.
When the bias battery was replaced by one which would allow
the use of a 50-ohm potentiometer, this condition no longer
existed and the stray pick-up was eliminated.
By replacing carbon resistors with wire-wound resis-
tors, noise at low-power levels was eliminated.
Linear Flange;
Although the main disadvantage in having only a small
range of linearity in the power sensitive device is the
added difficulty in calibrating the instrument, attempts
were made to extend the linear range. The elimination of
stray ploii-up and drift extended the linear range consider-
ably. Additional range was obtained by replacing the 8
microfarad electrolytic by-pass conaensers with 10 micro-
farad Pyranol condensers. As a final precaution, the input
signal was reduced to ascertain that the tubes would be
operating in their more linear range.
Drift:
Many factors contribute to drift in uncompensated
1
34
direct-current electronic circuits similar to the power
sensitive element. Voltage supplier may have poor regu-
lation; heater voltages may vary; and resistors may
change in value as their temperature changes. After a
voltage supply with excellent regulation was substituted
for the inferior plate supply that had been used, a six-
volt battery with nearly oonstant voltage was used for
heater supply, and the circuit was allowed to reaoh equi-
librium temperature before a drift run was made, the drift
over a reasonable length of time (several hours) was neg-
ligible. Long time drift due to changing tube character-
istics oan be compensated for by means of the balancing
potentiometer Insofar as the application of this wattmeter
is concerned.
After the above-mentioned corrective measures had
been accomplished, further tests were made, all of the
preliminary tests had been performed with, a pure resistance
load; power was varied by varying the current as the volt-
age was held oonstant; then power was varied by changing
the voltage impressed on a fixed resistance. As a final
check on the performance of the power sensitive element, a
constant power run was made; power was held constant while
the load Impedance angle was changed by altering the load
network. The results of these tests may be found in the
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k e oulte and are di60UBeod in the Discussion of Results
.
Here it is sufficient to state that a definite
voltage signal is obtained from the power- sensitive de-
vice for a given power measurement, provided that the net-
work parameters are not drastically altered. In other
words, although this power-sensitive device produces a
direct-voltage proportional to the power it measures, it
is not entirely accurate when subject to a wide variation
in power-faotor angle. Despite tills limitation it could
be used as part of the servomechanism. However it oould
not be calibrated, and for each network set-up, the com-
paring signal would have to be set by checking the output
of the phase-shifter with a wattmeter. The servomeoh&nism
would then maintain the power output of the phase- shifter
at the desired value.
It is believed that a major reason for the foregoing
Inconsistency is the phase shift occurring in the input
transformers . Therefore an electronic input olrcuit, which
would eliminate the transformers, is described in the Recom-
mendations , Another faotor that may be contributing to
the trouble is the bias used on the type 6A8 tubes; unfortu-
nately, time did not permit investigation of the effects
of varying the grid bias in order to determine the optimum
operating point for these tubes.
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Althougn the electronic wattmeter was far from per-
fect, the decision was roaae to prooeae with other com-
ponents of the over-all aesign and, If tine permitted, to
return and continue Investigating the wattmeter A a later
date.
The Voltage and Power Amplifier:
One of the reasons for selecting a direct-current
servo-motor with armature control was the fact that with
proper amplifier design full-load torque would be available
at all speeds with a small error voltage. Although this
is a severe requirement and one not readily achieved, it
was considered necessary because of the erratic torque re-
quirements of the Network-Analyzer Phase- shifter.
When the servo-motor (previously specified) was re-
ceived and preliminary tests made, it was found that full-
load torque required an armature ourrent of approximately
250 iailllampere 8. This current requirement was attainable
with a high-vaouum-tube power amplifier.
mother important requirement was that the motor had
to be able to rotate In either direction. In ot-ier words,
the power amplifier had to be able to supply ourrent in




signal o This requirement oould be met with a balanced
bridge clrouit.
Although the first amplifier* that was built and
tested satisfied the latter requirement, it was unable to
deliver sufficient current to accomplish the former • The
main reason this amplifier failed to meet requirements
was its poor voltage regulation due to the large fixed re-
sistors in the bridge circuit „ when this fact was estab-
lished, the solution to the problem became obvious*
By replacing the fixed resistors of the bridge cir-
cuit with non-linear resistors, whose resistance would
decrease as the current increased, the voltage regulation
would be improved; then the circuit would meet the re-
quirements. In view of the fact that a vacuum tube is
an excellent non-linear resistance whose non-linearity may
be controlled by the grid-cathode potential, a bridge cir-
cuit was developed utilizing four vaouum tubes „ This cir-
cuit it shown in Figure 2EEL . The method of calculation
used In developing this circuit oan be found in Appendix I)
A oomparatively new, low- impedance regulating tube
was used. This tube, type 6A37-G, was developed by RCA
and is a low-mu, power twin-triode designed particularly
for use as a series regulator tube in power supplies * Its
* See Appendix B for circuit and aiscussione
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9Iow-liu, approximately 2.1, requires a rather large control
voltage range from the voltage amplifier, but this is
not serious, ainoe eaoh unit of this dual-trlode has a
normal maximum plate current of 125 milliamperes with a
potential drop of only '6b volts aoross the unit, it is
perfeotly auiteu for the application*, only one tube is
needed in each leg of the bridge when the two trioae units
in a tube are useu in parallel.
The large grid swing of the 6A37-G requires a rather
elaborate grid control network. To obtain current flow
in one direction, one pair of tubes (VT3 and VTg) are out
off when the other pair (VT. and vtr) are passing the full
load current; current flow in the opposite direction re-
quires the inverse of this condition. The potential of
the grids of VT, and VTg swing from zero volts at full load
current to approximately minus 100 volts with respect to
their cathodes (and ground) at cut-off; while the grid
potentials of VT~ and VT* swing from zero to minus 100 volts
with respect to their oatnodes or from approximately 100 volte
* Precautions; (a) The 6AS7-G requires a 15 second warm-up
period prior to applying a signal calling
for full load current, otherwise the
cathode will be damaged.
(b) The heater-cathoae potential should be
as 3iuall as possible, tfee heoouuiiendationf
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positive to 65 volts negative with respect to ground.
The positive potential depends upon the potential drop
across VT. or VTg at cut-off. As will be seen from the
description of the remainder of the amplifier, the proper
grid potential for full-load current is automatically
developed by the circuit
.
proper grid potentials for the power amplifier stage
are set by V?^, VTg f VT7, and VTq and their associated
resistor networks. Since VTg and VTq are cathode followers,
the voltage gain in that stage of the amplifier is less
than one. similarly, the voltage gain of VT- and VT„ to-
gether with the voltage-leveling resistors H^g, R^, R^7 ,
and a,Q between their grias and the oathodes of VTg and VTq
is approximately two. Therefore the voltage amplification
had to be obtained In the stages preceding the grid-control
stage.
Voltage amplification is obtained in the portion of
the circuit containing VTq and VT1Q . A voltage gain of
approximately 44 is secured for small signals. Since this
stage also acts as a phase inverter, it serves a dual pur-
pose.
The phase inverter is an essential part of the circuit.
When a signal Is impressed on the grid of VTg , the inverse
of this signal must simultaneously be Impressed on VTq for
the bridge to function effectively. For example, if the

signal to VT is six volts negative, the signal to VT
must be minus 110 volts because the tero signal for VTo
and VTq is a potential of minus 60 on their respective
grids. This feature of phase inversion is the crux of
the aesign; by means of the grid-control network, the
phase inverter effectively outs off V?3 and VTg and allows
VT4 and VT5 to pass approximately 250 mill lamperes through
the armature of the servo-motor in one direction, or it
cuts off VT. and VT5 and allows VT and VTft to pass approxi-
mately 250 mllliamperes through the armature of the servo-
motor in the opposite direction, depending on the polarity
of the signal Impressed on the input terminals of the
voltage amplifying and inverting stage.
The foregoing arrangement satisfied the requirements
set for the amplifier-motor combination. The current-
forcing action of the power amplifier gave the good voltage
regulation that was required. The other associated parts
gave the torque-error voltage relationship that was desired.
How this is accomplished can be seen by noting the voltages
throughout the circuit unaer operating conditions.
When the signal to VTo Is six volts negative, the sig-
nal to VT^ is 110 volts negative and the signal to VT- is
65 volts negative, all with respeot to ground. Since the
oathode of VT is at a positive potential of 35 volts with
o
respect to ground due to the voltage drop aoross VT4 ( recall

that a 6A27-0 tube has a potential drop of 36 volts when
each trloae unit is passing 125 mill lampere a) , the grid to
cathode potential of YT, is 100 volt a negative, the out-
off voltage of VT3 , and therefore no current flows through
VT3 .
When the signal to VTg is six volte negative (as
above), the signal to VT4 is zero volts. Therefore VT4 is
conducting approximately 250 mllllaaperes.
As previously stated, VTg should be out-off when VT3
is cut-off and VT
fi
should be conducting armature ourrent
when V?4 is conducting ourrent. The phase-inverter together
with the grid-control network of VT§ and YTg permits these
tubes to function properly.
When the signal to VTo is six volts negative (as above)
,
the signal to VTG is 110 volts negative because of the phase-o
inverter* action of VT
g
and VT1Q . For this condition the
signal to VT6 is minus 100 volts, the cut-off grid potential.
The cathode potential of VTg is approximately minus 100
volts and due to the voltage-divider action of FL„ and R,
s ,
the potential of the grid of VT„ is approximately 150 volts
negative. Therefore VT„ is practically cut-off and its
plate potential is approximately 140 volts positive (neg-
lecting grid current of VT-). Since the grid of VTg is
For details of the phase-inverter, refer to Appendix 1).

oonneotea to the plate of VT7 , the grid potential of VT5
should be approximately 140 volte; however, this con-
dition results in a large positive grid to cathode volt-
age on VTg and causes a large grid current to flow, which
in turn affoots the voltage at the plate of VT7 „ In doing
so, the grid to cathode potential is automatically re-
duced to a slightly negative value Therefore VT6 is
allowed to conduct approximately 250 mllllampereSo
Although the grid-control circuit and the associated
phase-Inverter circuit are somewhat complex, the overall
voltage and power amplifier benefits from this complexity.
If the input signal "Co the phase-Inverter is larger than
that required for full load armature current in either di-
rection, no harm is done because the tubes cannot operate
above their maximum ratings. The plate current of the 6A37-G
tubes is limited to 350 mllliamperes by the grid current
of VT3 and VT~ through the resistors R^g, p? and R^, re-
gardless of the size of the input signal* For an input
signal greater than that required to produce full load cur-
rent, either VT.. or VT7 is cut-off and the plate current
in the other is limited by the respective plate resistor
(R^ and p? or R^) and grid-bias resistor (R^ or R^)
.
The maximum plate current through V?2 and VTfi is limited
by the large biasing resistor required for proper circuit
operation o The plate ourrent in the phase-inverter stage
is limited by the large load resistors. Many rigorous
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operational tests were made on the amplifier and no harmful
effeota were observed.
Saturation occurs first in the power amplifier. 31noe
saturation does not ooour until the servo-notor is operating
at maximum output, the operating range of the motor is
full/ utilized. In addition, saturation (and therefore the
condition of maximum available torque from the servo-motor)
occurs when a small signal is applied to the input termi-
nals of the amplifier; henoa, maximum torque is available
for small error signals as well as for large error signals.
In spite of the faot that several supply voltages
are required for the amplifier, only two of tlj^ supply volt-
ages are orltloal. These are the two negative voltages
to the phase-inverter stage. Even so, these voltages them-
selves are not orltloal, but the differenoe in potential be-
tween them is the orltloal faotor For the phase-inverter
to function properly, a differenoe in potential of 6 volts
be maintained























For a servomeohanism to know whether Its output is
In agreement with Its Input, the Bervomeohanlam must have
some means of determining the error between the input and
the output. The input signal to the power- sensitive ser-
voaechanism must be proportional to the power desired;
the output signal must be proportional to the power delivered
to the Network Analyzer by the phase- shifter Involved;
both signals must be compatible so that they oan be combined
to give an error signal. Inasmuch as the signal from the
power-sensitive devloe le a direct voltage proportional to
the power output of the phase- shifter # the simplest stan-
dard with whloh to compare this direct voltage is another
direot voltage. This comparing voltage oould be obtained
from a battery or a well-regulated power supply; a linear
potentiometer oould be used to establish the level desired.
If an aoourate and reliable power- sensitive devloe had
been developed, the potentiometer oould be calibrated in
watts. The error signal would than be the algebraic dif-
ference between the two direot voltages.
Since the electronic wattmeter was not perfected, but
had to be used because time did not allow further work on
this component, no attempt was made to build and calibrate
an aoourate comparing devloe.
Assembling the Components;
When all the components (except the compensating de-
vice) were developed and perfected as much as time permitted,

they were assembled into a unit. One of the problems en-
countered vas the large difference In direct Toltage level
between the output of the power- sensitive element (+360
volts) and the Input of the voltage and power amplifier
(-230 volts). As an expedient solution rather than a
recommended practice*, batteries were used for the voltage
level reducer. Although this voltage leveling system was
used only as an expedient In order to assemble the system
and make a hasty test of Its performance, the employment
of batteries offered a means of combining a crude com-
paring device with the level ohanger. Two 300-volt Eveready
Mlnlmax batteries were connected In series; since these
batteries each had a terminal voltage of 309 volts, a total
of 618 volts were available. To buck out the excess volt-
age a 67. &-volt battery shunted by a high resistance
potentiometer was used; therefore the voltage available for
use as a comparing signal was 67.5 volts. (See Figure JL
for connections)
.
Two interesting conditions resulting from the use
of batteries were noted when these components were connected
together;
(1) The comparing device must be placed In the grid
leg of the pover amplifier. If the potentiometer is con-
nected in the leg of the input to the power amplifier that
Included the cathode of the phase-Inverter and the minus
• See Conclusions and Recommendations
.

230 volt power supply, a current flow of two to three
milliamperes results; this current flow masks the error
signal and the system will not funotlon.
(2) only one voltage leveling system is required^
Apparently the common ground between the two components
completes the circuit, and although the other leg can be
connected together with a voltage leveling system, it
is unnecessary because the overall system performs equally
well in either case.
Closing the Loop;
After assembling the entire eervomeonanism, the
loop was closed by bucking the output of the servo- con-
trolled phase-shifter against another phase- shifter. Be-
fore the loop oould be closed, the voltages of the two
phase- shifters had to be matched in phase and magnitude to
avoid excessive circulating current in the event that the
servomechanism failed to operate.
Compensation Devices:
Compensation, as employed in servomechanism design,
usually implies that additional equipage is added to the
system to improve system performance Therefore, the
auxiliary devices needed for compensating a system cannot
be specified until the response of the uncompensated
servomechanism is known
„
The generally aooepted means of determining the accu-
racy and stability of a servomechanism (and the compensation

required by the Bystem) 1b by frequency-response studies*
«
This approaoh is based on the steady- state response of a
system to sinusoidal Inputs. Such studies may be performed
analytically or oy a combination of analytical and experi-
mental techniques.
In the purely analytical approach, eaoh component
of the servomechanlsa unuer study is represented by a
mathematical transfer function* The individual transfer
i
functions are combined mathematically and converted into a
non-dimensional expression, which is then plotted on a
frequency basis. From the graph, one can estimate the per-
formance of the uncompensated system and determine the
need for compensation ,
Often, existing equipment cannot be represented mathe-
matically without unwarranted simplifying assumptions . In
such case 8, a frequency response study can be performed
experimentally if the system arrangement is suitable „ A
sinusoidally varying input covering an appropriate frequency
range can be Introduced into the system and measurements
of the phase and magnitude of the output with respeot to
the Input can be obtained. From the graph of this data,
one can estimate the performance of the servomechanlsm and
determine the compensation required,,
Since the power-sensitive servoaechanlsm has several
components which are diffioult to represent mathematically,
the latter method of obtaining its frequency response is
* Refer to references (5), (6) and (11).

r^:
preferable,, The loop oan be broken at the point where
the error signal is applied to the voltage ana power
amplifier. Then a sinusoidal input can be applied as
a substitute for the error signal ana suitable measure-
ments oan be obtained by means of strategically placed
instrument So
Although a frequency-response study of the power-
sensitive servomeoh/mlam was oontemplated so that a com-
plete report could be made on its performance and suitable
compensation oould be reoommended, the lack of time pre-
vented the performance of suoh extensive tests.
Tests performed:
Although only operational tests were performed on
the assembled servome onanism because time did not permit
further investigation, several tests were rae.de on the in-
dividual components. These tests were also of the perform-
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Although the design of the power-sensitive
servomeohaniBm ae developeu by this undertaking cannot
be considered sufficiently ooiaplete to permit con-
struction of units for Installation in the Network
Analyzer, the progress that was made in the develop-
ment of the design definitely demonstrates that a power-
sensitive servorae onanism for the Network Analyzer is
practicalo
In spite of the fact that the lack of time did
not permit extensive testing of the system that waB
built, when this system was assembled and the loop
was olosed, the servomechanisra performed satisfactorily.
The fact that the uncompensated system was able '
to maintain a relative power setting is the most im-
portant result. When the angle of the hand-operated
phase-shifter was varied, the servo-operated phase-
shifter followed and maintained its approximate power
setting* However, for certain power settings near zero-
power-output, the servoiaeonanism had a tendenoy to hunt.
Although this oscillatory motion about a set-point in-
dicated that compensation was needed, hunting in an
uncompensated system is inaioative of good response.
Therefore the basic system la considered a success.

^ *
V. Dlsou a 8ion of He suits
Although no quantitative results were obtained be-
oause of the lack of time, the qualitative results Justify
the undertaking; and therefore, the project oan be con-
sidered successful
c
Since the performance of the overall system is de-
pendent on the performance of the components, eaoh of the
components that was finally assembled into the olosed loop
will be discussed briefly.
The power*sensitive element is the most important
component of the servomeohanlsm. Since this devloe mea-
sures the output of the system and produces the signal
to be compared with the input signal, it must have an in-
herent accuracy greater than that required of the over-
all loopo The electronic wattmeter fulfilled this re-
quirement only when the Impedance to which the power flowed
remained unchanged; in other words, the electronic watt-
meter produced the same signal for a given power provided
that the power-factor angle was not radically changed.
Since most Network Analyzer problems Involve fixed net-
works, this limitation would not disqualify the electronic
wattmetero However, in view of the variety of networks
that are analysed on the Network Analyzer, this limitation
would prevent calibrating the signal from the electronic
wattmeter on a permanent basis; the devloe would have to
be re-calibrated for eaoh problem. Exoept for this fact,

«.^"
the electronic wattmeter appears to be Ideally suited for
the power- sensitive element,
Beoause of the fact that the comparing devloe Is
a simple direct-voltage source shunted by a potentiometer,
its accuracy Is limited only by the stability of the volt-
age source and fineness of the wire on the potentiometer*
•
Since the voltage and power amplifier was able to
provide the motor with sufficient power to enable the
motor to rotate the phase- shifter .when the error signal
demanded a correction, the amplifier operated eatisfac-
torily
Although the motor and worm-gear drive was capable
of rotating the phase- shifter under load conditions, the
hunting that was observed la partially attributed to
motor-worm-gear combination.
On the whole, the results indicate that a power-
sensitive servomeohanlsm employing these components is
practical and can be adjusted to perform In an adequate
manner provided that the following modifications be made:
(1) Perfeot the electronic wattmeter or obtain a
suitable substitute,
(2) Beduoe the speed of the servo motor by either
(a) changing the motor
(b) increasing gear reduction
(3} Compensate the overall system.
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See reference (8) pages 95 to 100.

Vie Recommendations
The recomnenaatlons can be classified into four
categories
:
A. Improvements and modi floations to the design
that has been developed;
B. alternate equipment to perform the functions
of certain individual component of the de-
sign;
0. alternate systems oapable of being adapted to
perform the function of a power-servoueonanism;
Do future improvements to the Network Analyser
that might be possible if successful power-
sensitive servomeohanlsms are installed to con-
trol the phase- shifter s.
A. In order to design the compensating devices that
appear to be required, a frequency-response test* should
be performed on the existing power- sensitive servomeohanlsnu
Although the servomeonanism should be serviceable as soon
as the compensation has been accomplished, improved per-
formance can be obtained from the overall system by making
the following modifications to the components:
1* To the electronic wattmeter,
(a) By experimentation, determine the proper grid-
biases for the 6A8 pentagrid converters. Al-
though the bias-voltages that were used allowed
• Refer to Procedure for details of test.

«^. *
the wattmeter to function, these bias-volt-
ages are not considered to be the proper
value for optimum accuracy and response.
(b) Replace the present signal-transformers with
transformers whose phase- shift is small
enough to be negligible.
(o) Arrange the circuit of the wattmeter with res-
pect to the general layout of the system so
that the wattmeter reaches and remains at an
equilibrium temperature at all times when the
system is in use. By assigning an indepen-
dent power supply to the wattmeter element
and installing an isolating swltoh between the
power sensitive device and the voltage-and-
power amplifier, this section oould be left on
and it would be ready for use at all times.
(d) Investigate the possibility of using minia-
ture tubes (6A3e* for the 6A8 and 12AX? for
the 6N7)
2. To the voltage and power amplifier,
(a) Investigate the possibility of improving the
balancing of the output voltages of the phase-
inverter.
# See reference 7

(o) Replace the input signal transformers with
an electronic input circuit.
(I) For current input oirouit see
Figure ~SZT and Figure 2ET.
(II) For voltage input circuit use a
cathode follower oirouit. Then the
amount of voltage signal to the elec-
tronic wattmeter may be set by the
amount of the cathode resistor that
is included in the grid oirouit of
the type 6a8 tubes.
2„ For the oomparlng device,
(a) Use a Helipot* in place of the potentiometer.
(b) Use a well-regulated power supply in place
of batteries as a direct voltage source.
3. For the coupling hetwe en the power- sensitive de-
vice and the voltage and power amplifier,
(a) Use a constant-current electronic coupling,
similar to the circuit of FigureJVii , in place
of the 600 volt batteries.
0. In view of the fact that, in the opinion of others
who may wish to continue the work, the design presented
may not be the optimum, a few alternate systems capable
of being adapted to perform the function of a power-sens-
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Iitive servomechaniaiti are presented.
1. Split- aerie 8 motor ays torn as described on page
427 of reference (7),
2. Magnet io amplifier systems as described in ref-
erences (16), (19) and (20).
5. Two-phase motor systems as described on page 440
of reference (7) and also as aesorlbed in ref-
erence (10). If two-phase systems are oonsldered|
the iron-vane bridge described in Appendix B
offers anj ideal method of control
4. Relay or Contactor servo-systems as described on
page 446 of reference (7) e At present, consider-
able research is underway in this field and the
results should be available in the near future
«
P. If successful power-sens itive servomeonanisms are
Installed to control the phase- shifters of the Network
Analyzer, their installation not only would simplify the
operation of the network Analyzer as it is presently used,
but might also lead to the employment of new techniques
such as the following:
1. Automatic control of power, reactive power angle,
and voltage for each unit with adjustments being
made from a central operator's position.
2. Simplified representation of phase- shifting trans-
formers by automatic control of phase-shifter out-
put.

3. By incorporating automatic angle control for
each phase-shifter, and with all phase-shifters
controlled from a oentral point, transient
stability problems can be solved utilising com-
puter techniques at the central point. The
computer would solve the eleotro-mechanlcal dif-
ferential equations by utilizing the network
and the phase-shifters to give the relationship
between power output and angle at each machine
at every instant of time. The solution could









the general equations for power flow into a network
were obtained from reference (5). The derelopaent of
these equations, alao obtained from pages 220 to 224 of
reference (6), are presented here in order to Justify their
use in the Introduction of this thesis report.
Referring to the a - terminal network of Figure HT
composed of elements with strictly oonstant parameters,
assume that the positive direction of current flow is into
the network and that voltage of known phase and magnitude
are Impressed at the terminals. The vector diagram of
voltages Is shown in Figure 1ST where the phase position of
each voltage vector is indicated by its displaces*n t angle
with respect to a common axis of reference.
By taking the product of the current and the conju-
gate of the voltage at any point of entry of the network,
one may obtain the expression for power and reactive power.









Vectoh Diagram of Terminal Voltages
For Above Network

The component currents Into whioh the total current
at a point is split, are those that would flow, respec-
tively, at that point in response to eaoh voltage being
applied alone with all the other terminal points of the
network short-olrcuited. In the double-subscript notation
employee, the first symbol refers to the point to which
the quantity belongs, and the second to the point of volt-
age application. Corresponding voltages and currents are
related by impedances, for instance:
r ».&. i =-^




I =4=- I =
nn l nn *« 2 *\\
The Impedances with equal subscripts are the short-
circuit driving-point impedances and those with unequal
subscripts are short-circuit transfer lmpedanoes,
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In the body of the Introduction, mention was made of
the effect of the Internal resistance and reactance of
the phase shifter when the operators are attempting to
obtain a specified output from a machine. The anal/sis
of a phase-shifter connected to a network or system la
not simple. The vector diagram la more like that of a
transformer or Induction motor rather than that of an al-
ternator. In addition, a correct and complete analysis
would necessitate the use of symmetrical components since
the device has a single-phase load. However, the veotor
diagram of the voltages and currents for a phase-shifter
operating under typical conditions when oonneoted to the
Network Analyzer is shown in Figure XE/T. Although this
Is not a complete analysis, It Is helpful In understanding
the reason for undertaking the development of a Power-
ssnsltlve servomechanlsm for the network Analyzer. In the
veotor diagram of FigureJQuU, the following symbols are
used:
Ea , ED > &o ~ induced voltages In rotor polyphase
windings
va» vb> vo
= rotor terminal voltages (balanced
three-phase)





= induced single-phase stgtor voltage
I- - stator single-phase current
x°, xD , £ , x6 = leakage reaotanoes
ra> rb» ro> Rs - winding resistances
©i^ stator power factor angle
£ =. meohanical angle, considering phase a terminal
voltage as a reference. This angle can be
altered by cranking the phase-shifter.

\ ICjUKfc XV1I1
VECTOR UlAOKAM OF THE VoLTAGEb AND GuRRENTS
of a Phase - Ohiftfr in the Network Analyzer
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B. details of Prooeaure
The Power-sensitive Device
Although an electronic wattmeter was employed in
the assembled servomeonanism, it aid not have the accu-
racy or flexibility that is considered desirable. This
fact gradually became apparent as one means after another
was used in various attempts to Improve its performance.
Other alternate power-sensitive devices were investigated,
and although no conclusive proof can be offered at this
time, the authors feel that they have recommended logloal
solutions 'to this phase of the problem in the Recommen-
dations . However, in order to make a record that may assist
others who are interested in obtaining a signal proportional
to power, the various devices that were investigated are
listed in the following.
The electronic wattmeter was the first to be investi-
gated because it seemed to offer many advantages. Among
these advantages were compactness, no moving parts, low
cost of construction using standard components, and ease
of integrating this type of equipment into the other elec-
tronic equipment.
When a survey of the literature on electronic watt-
meters was made, it indicated that the most promising type
was the one proposed in reference (3) and partially investi-
gated by Ghurohill in reference (4). Multi-electrode tubes

f\
were used to neasure alternating-current power and give
an Indication in direct-current.
It nay be shown for some multl-eleotrode tubes that
under certain conditions the application of alternating
voltage to two controlling elements or grids results In
a change in the direct current component of the plate
current proportional to the product of the voltages at
the grius and the ooslne of their phase angle. Henoe
such tubes may be used in the construction of a vacuum
tube wattmeter. The tubes recommended by pierce in refer-
ence (3) were the type 2A7 and 6A7; these tubes are iaen-
tioal to the pentagrld oonverter (6A8) which was used.
The disposition of the electrodes of the tube used
may be seen by referring to the diagram of Figure SL .
The grids Qtg and G, are held positive at a fixed potential
above that of the cathode, and 0-^ and G4 are biased to be
negative with respect to the cathode. Alternating-current
potentials proportional to voltage and current are then
applied to (k and Q.. In such a case, the current passing
through Gkis dependent only on the potential of 0^, being
independent of the potential of G4 * The proportion of
this current reaching the plate is, however, dependent only





are linear for both G^ and 4 , <one may^ expect that the plate
current will be represented in the form ,'
T = A E +BEE +CE + D 0*0)

-where A, B, G and D are oonst-aits.
The fir at and third terms are of an alternating
ourrent nature and would not register on a direot-ourrent
ammeter in the plate olroult. The direot-ourrent component
of the product term is proportional to power, since £ .
and 2^ are made proportional to alternating voltage and
ourrent
.
In other words, if a region oan be located on the
static characteristics of the tube employed suoh that with-
in this region Ip versus E^ for various values of E^ oan
be represented by a family of straight lines which, if ex-
tended, pass through a common point, and if in this region
Ip versus E^ is, for some value of Bq^ a straight line,
then the plate ourrent of the tube oan be represented by
equation and the tube can be used as a wattmeter. Un-
fortunately, there is no large region of linear variation
of Ip versus E^* although something approximating that
region may be found* In addition, curves such as these
oan hardly be accurate enough to give final evidence of
the degree of linearity; and these curves may be different
for individual tubes of the same type.
In view of the non-linearity of the characteristics
of the tubes available, a push-pull type of oircuit similar
to that employed by Pierce in reference (3) was used.

Discussion of this circuit and its limitations are in
oluaeu in the main uody of the thesis and will not be
repeated here. However, because many difficulties were
encountered several other power sensitive devices were
investigated while work was continued on the electronic
wattmeter. The authors feel that the electronic watt-
meter should not he dlsoarded before additional research
proves it inadequate because it has many advantages in
applications suoh as this servomeonanism.
one of the alternate means of obtaining a signal
proportional to power that was oonsldered involves the
use of Thyrite. Thyrlte is the trade name of a nonlinear
resistance material produced by the General Electric Com-
pany . This material is made of silicon carbide with a
ceramic binder; a metal coating is sprayed on the surface
to provide electrical oontaot. The Instantaneous and
steady-state volt-ampere characteristic of Thyrlte is given
by the equation.
I=KE n C*0
The quantity K depends on the resistivity and dimensions
of the particular Thyrlte unit. The exponent n is at least
3.5 and can be as high as 7 in special oases. Voltage
and current are almost exactly in phase, and the volt-ampere




A continuous rating of 1/4 watt per square Inch le
allowable in still air and a short time temperature rise
or 80°C results from an input of 2000 watt-seo per oubio
Inch. The most serious limitation to the use of Thyrite
for measurement elements is its high temperature coeffi-
cient; at constant voltage, current increases 1 per cent
psr degree centigrade. However, Thyrlte may be operated
at 110°C continuously and humidity has very little effect
on properly impregnated units.
By taking advantage of the logarlthmio characteristic
of Thyrlte, one should be able to obtain a voltage pro-
portional to the logarithm of the line voltage and a volt-
age proportional to the logarithm of the line current.
If some auxiliary means is used to aooount for the power
factor angle, then the output signal of such a device
could be made proportional to the power being measured by
simple addition. It is suspected that a new type of watt-
meter which has reoently become available commercially uses
this principle; however when the inventor was asked its
components he was unwilling to disolose the information be-
cause the device was not fully covered by patents at that
time. Figure SE. in tho aoeoaaondatlono suggests one
method of employing Thyrite as a power sensitive element.



















(a) Inasuuoh a a only a small amount of information
is available in regard to the use of Thyrite in suoh
an application, investigation into its possibilities and
development of a praotloal device appeared to be inadvis-
able because of the limited time available.
(b) At the time when this idea was being considered
no adequate supply of Thyrite was available.
(c) The high temperature coefficient of Thyrite was
viewed with apprehension.
Another alternate means that was considered for ob-
taining a direct-voltage signal proportional to power in-
volved the use of a uiode bridge The principles upon
which this approach was based is the multiplier-act ion of
modulating circuits as discussed in references (15), (16),
and (17). Inasmuch as a detaileu analysis of modulator
circuits is beyond the scope of this thesis, only the
following brief explanation is offered to justify the at-
tempt to use the circuit of Figure 5XHT as a power-sensitive
element
•
The oirouit of FigureJ&iV^can be represented as the
block of non-linear impedance, Z,p, in Figure JX£T Since
the value of Z12 is dependent
upon the function fg(^) en-
tering the block from the bottom, one may write
212 = K f2 (t) ^
Z>)
However, Z12 is relatively unaffected





fg(t) How, if another function, f-(t), is entering the
block from the left, and must pass through Z,p before leav-
ing the block from the right side, then the function leaving











Xn the cirouit of Figure XSE, these functions can be iden-
tified* The first function is a voltage signal proportional
to line current
f^(t) - A cos ^wt + © )
The second function is a voltage signal proportional to
line voltage, but because of the switching action of the
non-linear impedance, it becomes a square wave in form and
may be written








(t) * AB cos^t-re)(oos <*> t) + — ooa(c*t ^)(cos 3<^t)
o
+- ...
f ^ ' ~ OO80
-*-:S£ 008(2 cot -f-0 ) +- a . . /2 7
2 2 V
This expression indicates that if the undesirable compon-
ents (all but the first terra) can be eliminated, the device
should give a direct-voltage proportional to power c
Type 1H34 crystal diodes were used in the first cir-
cuit that was built (see Figure XXH*)
. when p test was
made the output signals obtained were too small to measure.
Therefore, 6H6 vacuum tube diodes were substituted for the
crystal diodes (see Figure3£iYB) in order to obtain a
larger output signal. The tests performed on this latter
circuit demonstrated that the device was capable of pro-
ducing a voltage- signal proportional to power. However,
when waveforms of the signal output were observed, the
presenoe of varying amounts of harmonics indicated that
extensive filtering would be required before the signal
could be used for the servo application, Since the sig-
nal that remained after these undesirable components were
filtered-out was too weak to use without considerable am-
plification, this method of power measurement was abandoned.
In view of the fact that the novel ideas of electronics
wattmeters, thyrite multipliers and diode multipliers were
not developing into practical and reliable power- sensitive

elements, another approach to the problem of power measure-
ment was required. Despite the disadvantages of the electro-
dynamic wattmeter mentioned In the Procedure , the dyna-
mometer wattmeter appears to be the only praotlcal meant
of measuring power that has proven Itself reliable and
aoourate. If this type of wattmeter Is to be employed 1a
the power-sensitive element, however, auxiliary devices
are needed to transform the angular displacement of Its
indicator Into a direct-voltage signal.
Several schemes have been devised to accomplish this
transformation. The most practical method was mentioned
In the Recommendations* Other methods, some tried, some
untried, are mentioned here.
Since the mioro-torque* potentiometer requires only
0o003 inch-ounces of torque to overcome the friction and
inertia of Its rotating arm, one of these potentiometers
was mounted on a dynamometer wattmeter and the rotating
arm was attached to the indicator of the wattmeter with
piano wire, as shown in Figure 2XUAe At first, this Inno-
vation appeared to be a simple method for obtaining a
dlreot-voltage signal because a constant direct-voltage
could be applied across the potentiometer and the oenter-
tap would produce a voltage that varied linearly with
the angular displacement of the meter. Unfortunately,
1*-" 1 r >^l 1 Tii i-t«i rn 111 n n r. itt-i«-i mr i - -nit—t ' —~ ——,^^^—
^
M_
* Manufactured by 0. M. Glannlnl & Co., Pasadena, Cal.

even the slight torque required to overooiae the frlotion
of the potentiometer oauseti the meter iuovement to become
"stlafcy" and inaccurate, obviously, the torque required
to move the potentiometer has to be very snail with rea-
peot to the torque available from the wattmeter move-
ment before this arrangement will perform satisfactorily;
apparently, in spite of the fact that the mioro- torque
potentiometer required only OoOOtf inch-ounces of torque,
the torque available from the meter movement was inade-
quate a
As an outgrowth of the fact (established by attempt-
ing to use the micro-torque potentiometer) that the watt-
meter could be used only if the meter indioator was not
restrained by relatively large external torques, another
means of obtaining a voltage signal proportional to angu-
lar displacement was tried. The general principle in-
volved the use of an iron-vane meter* as the variable leg
of a bridge circuit as shown in Figure XXI The indicator
of the iron-vane meter could be attached to the indioator
of the wattmeter and allowed to follow the wattmeter move-
ment o Since any movement of the iron vane upsets the
bridge balance, an alternating voltage which is proportional
to the angular displacement of the wattmeter, and there-










Measured constants "Triplett" AC Milliammeter Modal 237-R
for sero displacement L » 685 mh
R » 2,260 ohm
Best Null obtained in above circuit when
L « 713 mh
R 2233 ohms
Notes: (a) Voltmeter indicator varied linearly with
angular displacement of milliammeter indi-
cator.
(b) This device could be used as a comparing
device as well as a means of transforming
angular displacement to voltage by cali-




fore proportional to the power can be obtained from the
bridge. Tnls alternating voltage oan be amplified,
reotlfied, and used for the existing servoiiiechaniem, or
it oould be used as an alternating signal for an alter-
nating-current servonieohanlsia. Due to the faot that em-
ploying this device required developing additional asso-
ciated equipment before it oould be incorporated into
the components which had already been Duilt, it was set
aside for future study. However, in order to ascertain
that an iron-vane meter woulu perform auequately in a
bridge circuit of this type, a test was made (see Figure XHIp
and the results definitely proved that the output volt-
age of the bridge varied linearly with the angular dis-
placement of the iron-vane meter
ainoe all of the foregoing alternate methods of
obtaining a direct-voltage signal proportional to power
either proved unsuccessful or required the development of
additional equipment, and since the electronic wattmeter
was not entirely unsuccessful, the electronic wattmeter
was used for the servomeohaniam. However, because the per-
formance of the electronic wattmeter was not completely
satisfactory, methods of improving its operation were con-
stantly sought. Usually these improvements were incorpor-
ated into the device as they were discovered, one improve-
ment was developed but was not installed beoause time did




























































Improvement Is the electronic Input circuit of Figure _&YJ-
and Figure, which circuit would eliminate the need for
input transformers. The aavantage a of substituting an
electronic input circuit for the input transformers
were enumerated in the procedure .
The First Amplifier:
The Procedure mentioned the first voltage and
power amplifier that was built but did not describe the
circuit. To complete the record, the circuit of this
amplifier is shown in FigureXM and is pictured in
Figure "XXY
. Wnen this circuit was initially built on the
•breadboard*, only four trlode units (two "bottles") were
placed in parallel in each of the bridge legs* Perform-
ance tests revealed that although the bridge was capable
of reversing the motor and was sensitive to small input
voltages, the bridge could not deliver sufficient current
to enable the motor to deliver rated torque. Even when
additional trlode units were placed in parallel to Increase
the current output of the bridge, the bridge would not
supply sufficient power to the motor. Apparently, the
power was being dissipated in the bridge leg resistors,
with the result that the voltage regulation was poor. The








Data Showing Torque vs Hotor Angle





























to Hotor Current Torque
(volts, a.o.) (amps) (ft. lbs.)
77 o -0 C 02
78 e 5 -0 e 15
78o0 o 5 -0.09
76,0 e 6 -0 o 03
77.0 e 7
77.0 0.9 o 05
77 o loO 1.00













75o0 2o71 l c 40
74o0 3,11 1.55
72o8 3.67 1.90
77.0 • - 1.90











Diode Bridge Type Power Sensitive Elements
A. Crystal B. Vacuum -Tube































4o2v. Motor running free
4.2v. Motor stalled
Voltage Kotor




105ma. 66 In . o z
.
Since the resistors were the aouroe of the trouole,
they were replaced by vacuum-tubes and the circuit des-
cribed In the Procedure was developed. In contrast to
the first amplifier, the second amplifier had good volt-
age regulation and was able to deliver sufficient current
to the motor to enable the motor to deliver better than





Across Motor Current Torque
4.0v. Motor running tree











Reasons for employing a worm-gear drive were given
*** ^e Procedure . Although the worm-gear drive is con-
sidered desirable for the power- sensitive servomeonanism
for the reasons given, the present general attitude toward
the use of irreversible gear trains is completely negative.
Reference ( 3 ) states that irreversible gear trains
should be avoided except possible where the load inertia
and load torques are small and that difficulty is caused

by the locking that takes place In many Irreversible
gears when subject to lo&d torques. .«h>jn praotlc; 1
servo men were questioned, in regard to the use of the
worm-gear drive, they sumraarizea their objections by
stating that worm-gear drives are undesirable for
three reasons:
(1) the system will probably chatter,
(2) the drive has very low efficiency,
(3) gear tolerances are difficult to maintain..
Since very little information is available in the liter-
ature, no satisfactorily complete analysis of the proolems
encountered when the worm-gear drive is employed in servo-
oontrol could be found

FlGUKE TXVT








Test Setup of Power Amplifier
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0. Typioal Data and Curves
Table IV
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Note: Table I "Data Showing Torque vs Rotor Angle
For Network-Analyzer Phase-Shifter* is found
in Appendix B.
Tables II and III on power amplifier perform-


















fauTS • D. fl.)
&R*PH X
A Typical Perform* nce CuAvfi
(ELECTRONIC W^rTncrcft)




Voltage and Power Amplifier
ainoe the first power amplifier that was built has
been diaoarded, only the sample oaloulatione for the suc-
cessful amplifier are included here.
as explained in the procedure , a bridge oiroult,
employing only vacuum tubes in the bridge legs, appeared
preferable to other types. In addition, the type 6as?-0
tube seemed to be the outstanding tube for this application
because of its high current-rating and low voltage drop*
The purpose of the following calculations was to
determine the proper supply voltages and the values of the
circuit parameters. Although this is an easy task for the
bridge circuit, the determination of the voltages and re-
sistances in the grid-control oiroult is far from easy,
especially since the number of voltage supplies was to be
kept to a minimum.
In the bridge oiroult of Figure XSx , only the supply
voltages had to be determined. It was desirable to main-
tain the motor armature as near ground potential as practi-
cable in order to avoid possible harm to the motor insul-
ation; therefore, the low potential side of the bridge is
grounded e Slnoe the motor is rated at 120 volts and the
potential drop across eaoh of the 6AS7-G tubes is 35 volts
(when conducting), the supply voltage should be at least











190 volts c To allow for any slight variation In the power
tubes. It la auvlsable to use a 200-volt power supply
.
Inasmuch as the type 6A37-G tube has a low mu (2.1),
it requires a rather large control voltage. As figure x**l
reveals, a somewhat complicated grid-control network had
to be developed in order to obtain the proper control
voltages. A out-ana-try method is undoubtedly the most
expedient means of determining the values of the various
elements In this network.
To determine the grid swing of the power tubes, one
must establish a load line on the tube characteristio sheet.
The load line for the motor can be approximated by its
armature resistance at standstill and a resistance equiva-
lent to its back e.m.f . at full speed. Using this load
line (400 ohms), one finds that the following grid to oath-
ode potentials are required for operations •
(a) Zero volts for the tube to conduct rated current.
(b) Minus 100 volts for the tube to be cut-off.
Once the grid swing of the power tubes is established, it
can be restated in terms of grid to ground voltage. For
VT4, the grid potential with respeot to ground swings
from zero to minus 100 volts. Since the cathode potential
of VT» is the same as the plate potential of VT^, the grid
potential of VT3 must swing from minus 65 volts to plus
100 volts.

To drive the grid potential of VT over the large
range of voltage required and in opposition to the grid
of VT4 , the tubes V?1 and VT2 are utilized. The grid of
VT, auet be driven at a large negative voltage set by
VTg through a voltage-leveling device, VT^ should be
cut-off when the grid to cathode potential of VT„ is zero
or, effectively, the grid of V?3 is at the positive supply
voltage of VT^o However, the large grid current of VT3
is used to automatically set the grid potential. On the
other hand, VT^ should be able to oonduot enough current
to lower its own plate potential to minus 65 volts, since
that is the grid potential required to cut off VT,. From
these faots one can speolfy some of the supply voltages.
The upper supply voltage for both VT and VT should
be 200 volts; in this manner the same voltage supply that
is used for VT^ oan serve a multiple purpose . The lower
supply voltage for VT, should be at least minus 150 volts
to allow for a voltage drop of approximately 60 volts in
VT^. Other faotors must be considered before one oan
specify the lower supply voltages for VTg and the voltage
leveler.
Since VT^ should be at cut-off when VT4 is out-off,
the grid of VTj, should be at least minus 150 volts when
the grid of VT is at minus 100 volts. Therefore, the
lower supply voltage for the voltage leveler should be

-.
approximately minus JdiiO volt a to maite V^ approximately
midway between V and minus 220 volt a. Wow, one can use
the same minus 220-volt supply as the lower voltage
supply for VT2 , thereby eliminating the need for another
supply.
The tubeB, VT^ and VTp, in the grid-control net-
work have not been speoified because any meaiua-nu triode
oan be used. For this application, the type 65N? tube
was selected for the following reasons:
(a) Both VT^ and VTg may be enolosed in the same
envelope since the 63N7 is a twin-triode.
(b) The 63N? is a very reliable tube and is readily
available.
The values of the resistors to be used in the clr-
ouit were calculated by means of the following equations:
Y * - zzo + u bx^ ~ + Zo °
- ^)
Vd= loo -i b| Rl,
a

















The final values for the resistors were determined
by a series of suooessive approximations. To illustrate
the method employed, the final set of calculations are In-
cluded here.
For motor rotation in the direction requiring VT4
to conduct 250 ailllamperes
To be well within the stings ©4 the &SN1) let
Up^ ~ 7 r»\ cl .
Tor which iv-ki ~7 — 7K\o
And, e cx - -^JL*c.
VT3 should be cut-tff
^
then \Ji = -(>5ri





_ Va - g f>i ~ Vg _ -(,5~ ^ 3 5" -C- I do)
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Io ChecK. t^iat jk'l^ potCinti^l^ Will Kjcvt t*e proper
V-UnCs* Yor Current t|o*J \r\ t*\c 3pf>otoitc citrc<it/or>
V r^. ihoAk be aut- o if , For which efl ^ =r - i o d r,
a * X Va = — I ° 3 r
1
.
£? — — I 3 \T.
Via ShomloL be. con du.ctioa Z 5~0 a- ,
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General Notes on the Calculations for the Voltage
and power Amplifler
i
(a) To allow for variations in tube oharaoteristics,
xRg should be variable. This feature will permit bal-
ancing the phase-inverter at *ero signal; frequent reoal-
anoing should not be neoessary, but allowance must be mads
for any major ohange in tube characteristics resulting
from "aging " or replacement.
(b) When the power supply for the eleotronio com-
ponents of the eervomeonanism is designed, provision should
be made for adjusting VB slightly. However, the power supply
should be stable and once an adjustment for Vn is made,
the power supply should maintain the same potential between
VB and Vx •
(o) Some of the values obtained in the foregoing
calculations may not agree with those used in the actual
circuit that was built. However, as is often the case with
calculations for electronic circuits, the values obtained
in these calculations are only approximate. In spite of
this faot, the values are a good starting point „ From this
point, the optimum values can be obtained experimentally,
as was done here.
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